CONTINUING COMMUNITY, COLLABORATION AND SUPPORT

BEYOND SPORT COMMUNITY CHATS
Held monthly, our goal is to provide a space for our global network to share the challenges and the issues they are facing, as well as ideas that can stimulate new thinking and solutions. We will be inviting funders, brands, NGOs, thought leaders, leagues, educational organizations and more to share, listen and learn as we navigate this time together. Each chat will be themed around a specific issue, feature two to three speakers and be followed by a Q&A session. Some sessions will directly address issues organizations are facing in the wake of COVID-19, such as fundraising, adapting programs to our current reality and continuity planning, while others will address the strategic and social issues sport can still play a role in solving. THE FIRST COMMUNITY CHAT IS APRIL 9 – REGISTER HERE.

TACKLING BIG ISSUES WITH OUR DIGITAL COMMUNITIES

STAY IN THE GAME
While we are in this unprecedented time of global instability and social distancing, protecting our mental health is even more important. The Stay in the Game Network was formed last year to use sport as a platform, catalyst and channel for industries to work together to change the national narrative on mental health to one of hope, prevention and healing. It is a collective of like-minded organizations in the US joined across sectors including sport, healthcare, social change and more, that are committed to collaborating on progressive solutions for an issue affecting 40 million Americans. OUR FIRST WEBINAR IS MARCH 30 – REGISTER HERE.

DIGITIZED EVENTS

COMING THIS JUNE… WORKSHOP WEEK!
We are excited to launch something that we have been working on for a while. Workshop Week will be a digital event spanned across a week this June that includes designed-thinking conversations, panels, and interactive discussions that focus on overcoming organizational challenges, from societal to individual to strategic. The content will allow for inspirational stories and educational sessions around the sport industry, the development sector, and what this new world of tech and virtual convening means for social change. WORKSHOP WEEK IS JUNE 8-12 – LAUNCHING SOON. READ MORE HERE.

TAILORED ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT
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KEEPING TABS ON OUR OWN LIVE EVENTS
While we still are looking toward Fall 2020 for our live events like Beyond Sport House, Beyond Sport United, Beyond Sport Global Awards, Beyond Sport UK and Beyond Innovation, we will keep you posted as the current situation continues to evolve. No matter what, we will be here to support the community – whether that is digital or in person.

TAILORED ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT

We know that right now, your organization is facing huge challenges and uncertainties, as well as the pressure to immediately cultivate a new way of working and collaborating – both internally and with other organizations. Through our sister agency, thinkBeyond, we will use our experience in design and facilitation to help you overcome some of those challenges, find your certainty, and craft a new way to collaborate. We can help you…
• create new ideas;
• establish a space for active listening, meaningful conversations and impactful collaboration;
• navigate through processes that unlock solutions to your challenge; or
• curate content that inspires, connects and instils positivity…
…all using digital convening tools.

We can design a tailored facilitated event just for your organization and to meet your needs. EMAIL RADHA@CANYOUTHINKBEYOND.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION.